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Motivation

• Cash-balance plans are prevalent among employers
across many industries. As of 2018, they make up 37%
of all defined-benefit plans.

• Cash-balance plans have large asset size. In 2018,
plan sponsors added $38.2B in contributions,
increasing the total assets nationwide to $1.03T.

• This paper seeks to shed light on different cash-
balance plans by looking at present-value cost and
effective duration.
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Objectives

• To calculate the present-value cost of funding cash-
balance plan and the driving factors

• To derive effective duration of cash-balance liability

• To compare the costs of different cash-balance plans
based on various IRS-sanctioned crediting alternatives
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Background – Cash Balance Plan

• A cash-balance pension plan is a pension plan in
which an employer credits a participant’s account with
a set percentage of his or her yearly compensation
plus interest charges.

• Cash-balance plan is a defined-benefit plan whose
funding limits, requirements and investment risks are
based on defined-benefit requirements.
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Background – Cash Balance Plan

• For example, assume a cash-balance plan where
– Employer contribution is 5% of pay

– Annual interest credit of 3%

• Now Joe joins this cash-balance plan as a new
participant with a constant annual salary of $50,000.

Account balance
$0
$0

$2,500
$2,500

$75
$2,500
$5,075

Year 2 contribution(5%*$50,000)
End of Year 2 account balance

Beginning of Year 1 account balance
Year 1 interest credit(3%*$0)
Year 1 contribution(5%*$50,000)

End of Year 1 account balance
Year 2 interest credit(3%*$2,500)
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Background – IRS Guideline
• IRS maintains a suggested guidelines for crediting rates.

• If a company sets up its crediting rates in compliance
with the guideline, they are exempted from the default
rules for minimum lump-sum contribution rule.
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Numerical Example
• Assume two hypothetical cash-balance liabilities:

– Liability A credits at the two-year zero-coupon bond rate;
– Liability B credits at the three-year zero-coupon bond rate;
– Both plans have same starting balance and same time-to-exit of four

years;
– Future liabilities are discounted based on forward rates implicit in

today’s Treasury STRIP curve.

• Liability A’s crediting rate . Its terminal cash
balance is

• Liability B’s crediting rate . Its terminal
cash balance is
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Numerical Example
• The discount rate for is approx.

• Liability A’s present-value cost:

 ( ) 
( )

• Liability B’s present-value cost:

 ( ) 
( )
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Numerical Example - Cost
• Except for special cases, neither nor equals

• Two reasons account for this difference:
– Slope of the yield curve;

 𝐶 =  𝐵 [1 + (𝑓 − 𝑓 )]

– Mismatch between the duration of the crediting rates and the
interval between
 Assume that a plan credits at one-year zero-coupon bond rate;

 𝐶 = 𝐵
( )

( )
= 𝐵
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Numerical Example – Effective 
Duration
•

• In the case of a parallel shift in yield curve, present-value
cost of Liability A is invariant.

• More realistically, an event that results in large increases
in and will likely generate smaller increases in and

. In other words, shift in yield curve is usually not parallel.
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Comprehensive Analysis
• Cost and effective duration of different cash-balance

liabilities are evaluated on the yield curve as of November
15th, 1999.

• For each underlying crediting rates, cost and effective
duration are calculated under these scenarios:
– (1) with and without IRS recommended margin.

– (2) three time-to-exits (10 years, 20 years and 30 years)

– (3) random and nonrandom interest rate models
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Comprehensive Analysis – No Margin

• Stochastic Interest Rate

• Deterministic Interest Rate
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Comprehensive Analysis – with Margin

• Stochastic Interest Rate

• Deterministic Interest Rate
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Comprehensive Analysis – Impact of 
IRS Margin

• Deterministic Interest Rate
 No IRS Margin
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• Deterministic Interest Rate
 With IRS Margin



Comprehensive Analysis – Effective 
Duration
There are time variables in the specification of a cash-balance plan that might look like
effective duration. But they are not. By examining why different likely candidates are not
the correct duration, we can develop intuition for how the effective duration is determined.

• Effective duration is NOT the time-to-maturity of the cash-balance liability. Even
though there is no intermittent cash flows, the final pay-off at maturity of a cash-
balance is indexed to interest rates.

• Effective duration is NOT the duration of the underlying asset. In most cases,
effective duration is smaller than the duration of the underlying asset due to resets.

• Effective duration is NOT the time between crediting rates reset. Recall that there are
two rates associated with a cash-balance plan i.e. the crediting rate and discount rate.
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Approximation Formula - Cost

• For crediting rates with shorter terms*, their compounding can be approximated using:
under reasonable rate and yield curve slope assumptions.

• Assume a plan crediting at 3-year zero-coupon bond yield has a maturity T much larger
than 3 years. Its cost can be approximated using the following formula.
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• More generally, this formula can be rewritten for a plan that credits at M-month discount
yield, has a Maturity T > M and IRS margin of π



Approximation Formula – Effective 
Duration
• In order to arrive at the effective duration, an interest rate model must be selected first.

This paper uses simple Vasicek model, which means the interest rate is mean-reverting.

• The effective duration is defined as the maturity of a zero-coupon bond with the same
cost and same sensitivity to an interest rate shock.

• Based on Vasicek’s bond pricing formula, the impact of a shock δ in the instantaneous
interest rate on the zero-coupon bond price
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• Solving for t obtains the expression for the effective duration of a zero-coupon bond in
terms of its sensitivity to shock. By definition of effective duration, this expression must
hold for all claims with duration t and cost /



Approximation Formula – Effective 
Duration

The formula above describes the effective duration for any liability whose cost is . In the
limit as k approaches 0, this formula becomes the same as what would be implied from
traditional Macauley duration based on parallel shift of yield curves.

One simple way to calculate the derivative in the formula is to calculate it numerically by
considering direct shocks to the initial yield curve.
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where , is the present value cost of obligation after an increase in interest rate and

, is the present value cost of obligation after a decrease in interest rate



Conclusions

• The cost of funding cash-balance plans depends on
the current slope of the term structure, any margin
associated with various crediting assets sanctioned by
IRS, time to maturity and volatility of interest rates.

• The effective duration of cash-balance plans are
significantly lower than time-to-maturity due to
incomplete cancelation in rate movements for crediting
and discounting.
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Implications

• IRS margins are expensive. Alas, the guideline
encourages companies to use longer term rates (e.g.
10 yr/30yr) as crediting rates.

• If the company bases its discount rates on treasury
rates, they can hedge their interest rate risks by
matching effective duration with long position in
Treasury STRIPS (preferably with coupon STRIPS,
due to their shorter maturity and thus lower convexity).
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Future Study

• Expand this analysis to include employer or employee’s 
option to cash out the pension liability by terminating 
employment

• Impact of minimum interest crediting rule on the cost and 
effective duration

• What are the key rate durations of a cash-balance plan?

• How would different discount rates (e.g. Citigroup Pension 
Plan Rate) impact costs, effective duration and hedging 
strategies?
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Hedging Strategies

Since most cash-balance pension plans credit at treasury 
rate and discount based on corporate bond rates, they 
face the risk of credit spread narrowing. There are two 
potential strategies:

– Sell credit default swaps on a basket of high-quality corporate 
bonds (i.e. CDX).

– Hold high-quality corporate bonds and sell treasury futures.
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Strategy 1 – Sell CDX

• By selling CDXs, the sponsor earns a premium and captures the 
interest rate spread.

• When the credit spread dips low enough, the sponsor can buy the 
CDXs at a lower rate and earn the difference between CDX 
premium earned (higher) and CDX premium paid (lower).

• The difference earned can offset the increase in liability from 
tightening between the crediting rate and discounting rate.

• While this strategy can hedge the credit spread risks, it comes 
with its own risks such as credit risk and liquidity risks.
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Strategy 2 – Sell Treasury Futures

• For sponsors with many investment-grade bonds in their 
portfolios, they can hedge against the narrowing credit spread by 
selling Treasury futures.

• When credit spread narrows, the sponsor benefits from its long 
position in corporate bond as corporate bond rate decreases 
relatively and from its short position in Treasury as treasury rate 
increases relatively.

• This strategy is especially useful for cash-balance plans with large 
payouts resembling those in a traditional defined-benefit plans.*

*This usually happens when the cash-balance plan has large legacy/retiree liabilities 17


